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GEMINI



Parameter GEMINI 1 GEMINI 2 GEMINI 3 GEMINI 4 GEMINI 5

Stroke  X - Y - Z mm 100x800x600 1200x1000x800 1500x1000x800 1800x1200x1000 2000x1500x1000

Sizes  A x B x C mm 1790x2890x2995 1990x3290x3395 1990x3890x3395 2190x4490x3845 2490x4890x3845

Ground clearance 705

Speed (CNC ver.) 230 mm/s

Air Pressure - 
Air Consumption NL/min

6 bar - 160 NL/min 6 bar - 182 NL/min 6 bar - 204 NL/min 6 bar - 204 NL/min 5 bar - 225 NL/min

Volumetric Accuracy µm 
L=mm

2,8 + 3 L/1000 2,8 + 3 L/1000 2,8 + 3 L/1000 2,8 + 3 L/1000 2,8 + 3 L/1000

Machine Weight Kg. 5130 6450 7410 10390 12910

Load Weight Kg. 750 1100 1350 2000 2700

GAMMA GEMINI

GEMINI is a family of high precision three dimensional measuring machines with fix portal and moving table. The 
machine frame is made of a double granite crossbar and carbon fiber vertical axis. Machine with a high frame rigidity, 
very accurate and reliable. The strong mechanical structure assures the maintenance of performances during the 
years.

Gemini

MAIN FEATURES

        FRAME 
The machine has a sliding worktable and side granite lighten column. The worktable has fixing holes for pieces load. Granite 
prismatic section sliding guides for X axis. Double granite crossbar for better stability. Carbon fiber square section vertical axis for 
higher dynamics and stability.

TECHNICAL DATA

        MEASURING SYSTEM
High precision optical scales with 0,1 μm resolution.

        VERSIONS
The machine is produced only with the most up to date CNC systems in the 
metrological sector in order to ensure high speed and reliability.

        COMPATIBILITY
On the machine it can be installed all measuring heads of RENISHAW and others. 
It can also be installed laser or continuous scanning systems. It can also be 
installed temperature sensors axis, environment and pieces in order to ensure a 
higher accuracy. Optical inspection system also available.

       APPLICATION SOFTWARES 
The machine is interoperable with a wide range of metrological software both 
with just geometrical elements and cad models for complex surfaces scanning.

        APPLICATIONS
The machine is designed for very accurate measurements of middle size and big pieces as for Energy and Aerospace sectors.

CUSTOMIZATIONS
All GEMINI range machines can be designed according to customer needs for both dimensions and accessories.


